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FIGURE 2a,b. Landscape of the case regions: 2a: Kobo, 2b: Sire. Photos: Karoliina Rimhanen 
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3.2 DESIGN OF THE STUDIES 
3.2.1 CONSTRUCTING AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK (I) 
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Figure 3. Focuses of the study 
3.2.2 QUANTIFYING THE POTENTIAL TO ENHANCE THE USE OF 
CARBON TO SOIL (II) 
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Figure 4. Conceptual model of the stocks and flows of carbon harvested on the farm and 
imported to the farm. Material carbon flows, represented as a solid line, were 
quantified directly. Gaseous carbon losses, represented as a brown dashed line, 
were calculated indirectly based on carbon balance counting, apart from respiration 
from food consumed on farm and respiration from soil. 
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Figure 5. Crop sampling. Photos Karoliina Rimhanen and Melesse Abera. 
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5 to 10 years. Cereals were cultivated on terraces and were ploughed annually. At 
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Figure 6. Agroecological practices (above) and their traditionally managed controls (below). 
Photos Karoliina Rimhanen. 
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Figure 7. Soil sampling. Photos Kbrom Berhe. 
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Figure 8. Opportunities and means of the agroecological practices for mitigating climate change 
and enhancing food security at the soil, farming system, regional, national and 
global levels. 
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Table 1. Factors influencing the potential of climate change mitigation for enhancing food 
security. 
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4.2 POTENTIAL FOR INCREASING THE USE OF 
HARVESTED CARBON IN SOIL  
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Figure 9a–d. Flows of harvested and imported carbon to food, soil and as losses (kg C y-1). The 
figures marked by stars (*) are calculatory, founded on the proportions of harvested 
and imported carbon imported to the process concerned. The flows are means of 
the 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 growing seasons. The primary production represents 
the above ground yield. The field area of each case farm was in a) 0.75 ha, b) 1.5 
ha, c) 2.5 ha and d) 6.25 ha. 
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Table 2. Proportion (%) of harvested and imported carbon ending up in food, soil and as losses. 
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4.4 SCALING UP THE BENEFITS OF THE 
AGROECOLOGICAL PRACTICES FOR FOOD 
SECURITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION  
4.4.1 PREREQUISITES FOR CREATING BENEFITS THROUGH 
CARBON PAYMENTS 
??????????? ???? ????? ??? ?????????? ??????????? ???? ????????????? ???????
?????????????? ????????? ?????????????? ???????? ???????????? ????? ?????????? ????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????? ??????????? ?????????? ????? ???? ????????? ?????? ?????? ???????????????
???????????? ??? ????? ??? ???????? ???? ?????????? ????????? ????? ???? ???????? ???
???????????????????
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4.4.2 INFLUENCE OF THE AGROECOLOGICAL PRACTICES ON 
MITIGATION, CROP YIELDS AND INCOMES  
????????? ??? ???? ??????????????? ?????????? ?????? ?????????????? ?????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ????? ?????????????
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???????? ?? ??????? ?? ????? ???? ?????????????? ?????? ????????? ????? ??????? ??? ???
????? ??? ???? ??? ????? ???? ??????? ???? ????? ? ???????? ???? ????????????? ??? ????
??????? ??? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????????????? ?????? ??????? ???????? ?????
??????? ???????? ?????????? ??? ?? ???? ???????? ??? ?? ??????? ?????? ??? ??? ?? ???? ??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??????? ???????? ?? ??????? ????? ?? ??????????? ???? ????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?? ??????? ??????? ?????? ??? ?????? ???? ?? ???? ?? ??????? ???? ??????? ??? ???? ????
????????? ????????? ??? ???? ???? ??? ?????????? ??? ?????????? ?????????? ????????
??????? ????????????
Table 3. Estimated increases for grain yields (kg ha-1 y-1) with 1.8-Mg C ha-1y-1 soil carbon 



















4.5 FUTURE RESEARCH INTEREST 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE 
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